
CAMP LMT 21' SURVEY 
Thank you for sending your child to Camp LMT this summer and for allowing us to create unforgettable 

memories with each and every one them. We hope they had as much fun as we did this summer.  

Your feedback is extremely important to us so we can keep improving our camp and services each year. 

Please fill this quick survey and let us know your thoughts (your answers will be anonymous). 

 

 

Recommendations for future trips/in house entertainment? 

Please consider partnering w the Pool to offer more swim activities/swim lessons. I would be 

happy to pay an additional fee to have my children get addition swim lessons through the camp. 

As a working parent, this would be a HUGE benefit. 



My son was excited to do tie dye and then they had to watch counselors do it because “It was too 

messy” so maybe chose something they can do. 

Mad Science 

Water features like blow up slides, more entertainment for older kids 

Possible to have more pool days? 

Arts and projects 

More trips or entertainment 

More pool time 

yoga, animals, food/nutrition 

5 mile woods, scavenger hunt, exotic animal visit, 

More trips to the LMT pool. There must be a way for them to go more than once a week, 

especially since weather sometimes causes cancelation. 

Bowling, zoo, more days at pool 

Basketball Clinic & Boxing 

karate 
 

What was your child's favorite activity during camp? 

Was going to the pool. 

Petting zoo 

Gaga, pool 

Going home 

Foam party, pool, slip n slide, Gaga, goat yoga, ice cream truck 

Petting zoo and goat yoga and tie dye 

Pool, goat yoga, code ninjas, hockey. 

Foam party 

slip and slide, pool 

Pool 

Sockey and circus 

pool, kickball, mad science activities 

LMT pool 

Color powder, sockey, going to playground 

Pool and foam parties 

They loved the pool days, golf, bracelet making 

Kickball & Petting Zoo 

goat yoga 

Gaga, making bracelets, and going to the pool 
 

What was your child's least favorite activity during camp? 

My son’s least favorite activity was leaving camp at the end of the day.  

Slip and slide 

Nothing 



Interactions with Alice 

Slip and slide because of rocks 

Not sure they had one 

Scavenger hunt 

no 

Yoga 

Silly joe 

walking to the playground, pool, etc. 

Kickball 

None! 

Library 

Music man played at the library 

Gaga 

mad scientist slime because they have done it so many time before 

None 
 

 



 

 

 


